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I LOVE ABBA — Abba — Atlantic 7

80142-1 — No Producer Listed — List:

$8.98 — Bar Coded
Even though “I Love Abba” contains

many songs already available in the

U.S., this combination did very well in

Europe and as a result Atlantic has
seen fit to release it here. Abba’s
patented hooks and multi-market
appeal vocalizing are apparent on all

of the LPs tracks, yet the opener
“Cassandara” is clearly the pop gem
of this platter. "I Do, I Do, I Do" recalls

the honky-tonk piano and vocal phras-

ing of The Mamas and The Papas while

the UNICEF inspired “Chiquita" is a

beautiful melodic and inspiring track.

This 14-cut album should garner
strong sales across the board.

NIGHT STALKERS — Ingram — Mir-

age 7 90150-1 — Producers: Family
Productions — List: $8.98 — Bar
Coded

This funk and dance dominated disc

from the brothers Ingram (and sister

Barbara) proves the siblings to be a

tight knit musical group as well as a

close family. The title track is the most
likely hit, complete with a very hip-hop

beat and a strong group vocal effort.

Vocal star James Ingram contributes

the romantic ballad "Just For You”,

while “I Like It,” penned by brothers

Butch and John, is another infectious

dance cut. Though this family has had
only limited success previously, “Night

Stalkes” could break open the market.

FEATURE PICKS

>

FAME AND FASHION — David Bowie — RCA AFL 1-4919 — Various Producers— List: 8.98 — Bar Coded
This is a digitally remastered collection of some of Bowie’s greatest material,

and though the songs can be found on numerous other LPs, the fidelity on “Fame
To Fashion" is superior. The classic "Space Oddity” is especially reconfirmed as
a production masterpiece that exhibits a myriad of special effects and subtle
instrumentation. And while "Young Americans" and “Fame" recalls Bowie’s
affectionate embracing of R&B, side two’s more obscure material, like "Heroes"
and "Fashion," is this greatest hits package’s most interesting contribution to the
audiophile.

THE ART OF DEFENSE — Nona Hendryx — RCA AFL1-4999 — Producers: Nona
Hendryx and Material — List: $8.98 — Bar Coded
Pop dance/rock veteran Nona Hendryx has come out with a blistering set of

dance tracks on this her second solo LP for RCA. The first single, "Sweat (Going
Through The Motions)” is already making its way up the charts, but “The Art

Of Defense” captures two full sides of steaming vinyl. Hendryx shows off her

independence in the lyric of "My Life,” and “Electricity” displays her gusto for

life and her love for the ‘beat box.’ The reggae rhythms of "Ghost Love” are haunting,

and the whole album’s spirit should carry it to the upper reaches of the B/C and
pop charts.

MAKING HISTORY — Linton Kwesi Johnson — Island MLPS 9770 — Producers:
Dennis Bovell and Linton Kwesi Johnson — List: 8.98

A welcome return from the master dub poet, whose past LPs (especially 1979’s

"Forces of Victory”) remain testaments to the irrepressible artistic spirit and social

consciousness of a man who has so successfully combined reggae rhythms and
political vision. Dub wizard Dennis Bovell helps out on this one, giving it a more
jazzy air (“Wat About Di Workin' Class”) as well as an appropriately dark urgency
(particularly on the title track's coverage of the 1980 Brixton Riots). Now, if only

Immigration losens up a bit, maybe we’ll get a chance to see and hear LKJ as

he should be seen and heard — live.

THESE FOOLISH THINGS — Nick Rondi — Rex 505 — Producer: Richie Rome
— List: $8.98

Newcomer Nick Rondi has on this LP delivered a pleasing combination of A/
C and easy listening classics that are set to modern instrumentation and a smooth
studio background. Famed producer Richie Rome has played a large role in putting

out such appealing versions of “Sentimental Journey,” which features some nice

reed playing by George Young, and “It’s The Talk Of The Town.” A number of

slow tempo songs set to lushly orchestrated backdrops make the album a calming
and pleasing desert oasis.

FOREIGN LEGIONS — Nora — NYM 5 — Producer: Horace Ott — List: $7.98

“Foreign Legions” is the debut album from Nora, Sid Bernstein’s (of Beatles

notoriety) latest brainchild. Containing the instrumental "Nora’s Tune” which is

being used in a nationwide lyric search, the LP contains other of Nora’s songs
which are surprisingly catchy, such as “Where Are The Others?” and “Matter Of
Time.” Sporting a breathy and versatile vocal capability, this young artist is just

waiting to be picked up by pop/CHR playlists.
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LAURA BRANIGAN (Atlantic 7-896760
Self Control (4:08) (Edition Sunrise —
BMI) (Bigazzi/Riefoli/Piccolo) (Pro-

ducers: White/Buchanan)

From the woman who brought you
the monster hit, “Gloria,” comes this

new single "Self Control.” Penned in

Italian by the writers of her first smash,
Steve Piccolo then set English lyrics

to “Self Control,” and it has turned into

a great vehicle for Branigan’s powerful

interpretive voice. The song provides

the vocalist the range of volume and
emotion she needs to fully take advan-
tage of her unique talents. Originally

a backup crooner for Leonard Cohen,
Branigan has come a long way, and
this single should be another strong

seller for her on the pop/CHR charts.

DENIECE WILLIAMS (Columbia 38-

04417)

Let’s Hear It For The Boy (4:20)

(Ensign Music — BMI) (Snow/Pitch-
ford) (Producer: George Duke)

“Let’s Hear It For The Boy" is one
of the many solid individual cuts from
the soundtrack of the film "Footloose.”

Veteran singer Deniece Williams has
turned in gregarious uptempo and
joyous tune that celebrates the infec-

tious dancing of the film’s main figure,

a midwest teenage dancing fanatic.

Williams is brilliant on the cut, espe-
cially as she reaches the higher levels

of her voice at the song’s close a la

Minnie Ripperton. George Duke pro-

duced this single that is Cash Box's
second highest debut this week at #57
with a bullet.

FEATURE PICKS
STEVE PERRY (Columbia 38-04391)

Oh Sherrie (3:45) (Street Talk/April/Random Notes — ASCAP/Down/Phosphene
— BMI) (Producer: Steve Perry)

“Oh Sherrie” is the first single from Journey lead vocalist Steve Perry’s debut
solo LP, and while the single can’t help sounding similar to Journey, this cut has

a very individual character. Perry’s dramatic vocal delivery is superb, and the chorus
hook very effectively grabs the listener. The vocal harmonies are expecially nice

as Perry takes an adventurous step away from his full time Journey with this self-

produced single. Should catch on to many AOR playlists and fans.

DAZZ BAND (Motown 1725MF)
Swoop (I’m Yours) (3:33) (J. Regg — ASCAP/Hey Skimo — BMI) (Andrews/
Chancier) (Producer: Reggie Andrews)
This is the followup to the Dazz Band’s still popular dance hit “Joystick” and

it should keep the group in the ears of dance fans and on the B/C and dance
charts for some time to come. Featuring a call and response bass/synth line and
some added scratching in the “Rockit” vein to keep you going, "Swoop” is an
ideal dance floor action cut that is bound to swoop you off your feet.

SHEENA EASTON (EMI America B-8201)

Devil In A Fast Car (3:46) (Mighty Mathison/Slapshot Music — BMI) (Mathison/

Veitch) (Producer: Greg Mathison)
This is the third amazing single from Sheena Easton’s massive bestselling LP

“Best Kept Secret.” The cut starts off with a sensuous intro that then breaks into

a hard-driving chorus complete with a backbeat that doesn’t stop. Easton is in

top form on this song that yearns for the fast and exciting dangerous life.

Incorporating both dance gimmicks and a hard rock sonic attack, “Devil In A Fast
Car” should please a wide variety of audiences.

SPANDAU BALLET (Chrysalis 42770)
Communication (3:36) (Reformation — ASCAP) (Kemp) (Producers: Swain, Jolley,

Spandau Ballet)

The new single from Spandau Ballet, the original “new romantics,” is considerably
more uptempo than their previous smash, the beautiful ballad “True.”
“Communication” is already gathering popularity through airplay on new music
stations, and the cut’s combination of Europa-disco rhythms and a confident lead

vocal track make this single a “must have." Spandau Ballet is consistently one
of the most originally melodic and percussive bands around, and “Communication"
attests to that.

12” SINGLE
ORBIT (Quality 058)

Too Busy Thinking About My Baby (5:51) (Jobete/Stone Agate Music — ASCAP)
(Whitfield/Bradford) (Producers: Nazarian/Jones)

This is one of the first releases from the 35-year veteran Canadian-based
Quality Records, and “Too Busy Thinking” is already a very strong add in many
club playlists. Featuring linn drum programing from Don “Was (Not Was)” Was
and the production/guitar skills of Bruce Nazarian, the single is really dominated
by the gutsy lead vocal of Carol Hall. Hall's singing is positively nasty as is the

responsive talk-box which answers Hall’s lyric.
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